
Radio biscuits, which brings together wireless communica-
tions experts with excellent ability to understand and 
commercialize the needs of the wireless solution market, 
first-generation developers who developed Android smart-
phones themselves in South Korea, and digital media 
designers with user-focused design capabilities, is an 
R&D-based startup with core technologies for smart IoT 
protocols that are controlled by wireless communica-
tions.

We aim to develop a smart IoT platform that anyone can 
use easily and conveniently. We will make products and 
services that can make convenience and positive changes in 
our lives as well as devices.

www.radiobiscuits.com
+82 2 6949 0213
biscuit@radiobiscuits.com
If you have any Inquiries,
Please visit our web or send an email to us.
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Anywhere be with U

어디서나 너와 함께
Anywhere be with U

Hello!
Good to see you.

We are

R&D-based startup with core technologies
for smart IoT protocols controlled
by wireless communicationWe are looking for business partners in a variety of fields.



Do you want to

The fan club's cheering, busking, amateur performing,
dance cover, etc. You can produce your stage with
the Cracker.

Make your stage special as DJing
with just one smartphone!

*The control range may vary depending on the environment of use.

Now the 4DX is a trend of cheering and performing!
Enjoy the touch as well as the sense of sight.

SMART mode is that detects 

ambient sounds and acts on itself.

Within the 300m control range, any number of devices' LED
and vibration can be controlled.

Cracker

Me, My child, We’re all relieved
by using ibiscuit.

'Let me see... Everybody is here? one, two, three,...'
Are you over and over counting the heads at outdoor activities?

Now you can slack off with the ibiscuit group.
The ibiscuit group will count the number of children instead
of you.

give unique cheering for your favorite artist?
give a special performance for the audience?
take a different dance cover vidio from others?
make our team stand out?

A child who had fun at Disneyland disappeared before my eyes.
A pleasant trip with my family quickly became hell.

‘I would like to immediately know 
when my child just far away from me...’

10~20m around the guide is set to the counting zone.
Available worldwide

Teacher!
Take a break with the ibiscuit group.

The small behavior to keep your child,
ibiscuit

The best choice for instructive outdoor activities,
ibiscuit group

The services provide the notice when the child
breaks away from the safe zone.
*The size of the safety zone may vary depending on the environment of use.

*The size of the counting zone may vary depending on the environment of use.

ibiscuit

Available to connect up to 5 kid's devices
to a single guardian's device.

ibiscuit group
Smart IoT solution that missing children
prevention services available worldwide.

x1 x5

x1 x30

Smart IoT solution that automatically counting
the number of children for instructive outdoor
activities.

The service provides the notice when the child breaks away 
from the counting zone.

Up to 30 children can be connected
with a guide.

This service is suitable for childcare centers, pre-schools,
primary schools, kid's sports clubs, etc..

Interactive performance smart IoT solution
for unique cheering & performing.

‘If only disappeared my child,
I want to know he is around me...’Don’t worry.

ibiscuit will help capture your happy memories.

Direct communication between each device is 
possible without an additional base station or 
communication fee.

You just take care of the activity programs. Express your passion with Cracker!

You can control it with just one smartphone 
without expensive equipment such as an antenna.


